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.Alcoholic Cardiomyopathy
Excessive drinking of alcohol can produce profound changes
of myocardial function and structure.1-9 Investigations of
beriberi heart disease in occidentals in 194610 suggested that
alcohol had no direct effect on the heart but that the symptoms
were the result of the thiamine and other vitamin deficiencies
from which these patients suffered. The possibility of a direct
effect of alcohol on the myocardium then received little
attention until 1960, when a clinical distinction between
heart disease of chronic spirit drinkers and alcoholic beriberi
heart disease was studied.'1 More recent clinical experience
has shown4 that nutritional deficiencies have an important
role in only a minority of cases. Most patients in developed
countries who consume large quantities of alcohol and go
into congestive failure are well nourished and respond to
prolonged bed rest and abstinence from alcohol.'2

This clinical observation has led G. E. Burch and his
co-workers'3 recently to investigate whether or not alcohol
directly damages the myocardium. These authors exposed
55 mice to long-term, unrestricted intake of alcohol in various
forms, this being the only fluid the animals were allowed.
Ten additional mice-acting as controls-received water and
no alcohol. All mice were given free access to a balanced
commercial laboratory food. The test animals were divided
into four groups, each consuming various concentrations and
volumes of alcoholic beverage. Group 1, consisting of 25 mice,
was given beer (5% alcohol). The remaining groups each
consisted of ten mice. Group 2 was given 5% ethyl alcohol,
group 3 20% ethyl alcohol, and group 4 commercially avail-
able wine (20% alcohol). The animals were killed after six
months and each group showed an increase in weight. The
mice drinking wine gained least and those drinking beer and
plain alcohol gained weight throughout the duration of the
experiment.
The hearts of the mice fed on alcoholic drink showed

focal damage of the myocardium consisting of areas of hy-
dropic degeneration and loss of striation in some muscle
fibres. Interstitial oedema and shrunken, irregular nuclei,
were also observed. Round-cell infiltration and fibroblastic
proliferation were occasionally seen. All these changes were
observed in the ventricular myocardium, particularly towards
the endocardium. Electron-microscopic examination showed
alteration in 56% of the animals. It consisted of accumulation
of lipid, fragmentation of myofibrils, and other changes.
Histochemical studies also disclosed alterations in 35% of
the hearts.

These experiments showed that myocardial damage can
be produced in mice as a direct result of alcohol, that the
changes produced were irrespective of the type or strength
of alcohol to which the mice had been subjected, and that
they were similar to those described in human hearts.6-8
Thus there can now be little doubt that excessive consumption
of alcohol does have a deleterious effect on the heart.

Unfortunately no pathonomonic criteria have so far been
described for recognizing alcoholic cardiomyopathy. The
electron-microscope appearances, except for minor character-
istic changes possibly due to alcohol, have been likened to
those occurring in anoxia.6 But similar changes have also been
described14 in primary myocardial disease from which alcohol
as a cause can be excluded.
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Tourniquet Techniques
Sterling Bunnell, the father of modern hand surgery, is
reputed to have said that operating on a hand without a
tourniquet is like trying to fix a watch in a bottle of ink.
Nevertheless the tourniquet can do damage, and the surgeon
needs to balance the immense benefit of the bloodless field
against injury to the limb (caused by anoxia) from direct
pressure of the pneumatic cuff and injury caused by post-
operative haematoma in the wound from the reactive hyper-
aemia which follows release of the tourniquet. After release
of a tourniquet that has been in position for two hours the
acidotic changes in the limb take about half an hour to dis-
appear, and it has been suggested that two hours' ischaemia
represents the upper limit of safety.'
When applying a tourniquet after exsanguination of the

arm with an Esmarch bandage it is common practice to
inflate the cuff to 250 mm Hg in an adult and 200 mm Hg in
a child. With a pneumatic cuff serious local pressure effects
on nerves and vessels are rare, but pinching and bruising of
the skin are only too common. A. E. Flatt2 reports one case
of a child who sustained a circumferential alcohol burn of the
skin at the level of the distal edge of a tourniquet cuff which
had become saturated with the alcohol used in preparing the
skin for operation. Minor damage by the cuff to the skin
can be reduced to a minimum by wrapping sufficient ortho-
paedic wool around the upper arm beneath the cuff. Proper
bandaging and elevation of the arm before release of the
tourniquet help to reduce bleeding into the wound. Measures
to avoid venous congestion in a limb on release of the cuff
include rapid release of the pressure, immediate removal of
the cuff, and, what is most important, immediate removal of
the wool wrapped round the arm beneath it.
The modern gas-filled pneumatic cuff is simple to inflate

and the pressure is recorded on a dial, but nerve damage has
followed a fault in the instrument, and Flatt recommends that
such machines should be calibrated regularly against a mer-
cury manometer. He finds that 95% of operations on the hand
can be completed comfortably in less than two hours, and he
considers that this tourniquet time is safe. Upper limbs
were rendered ischaemic for more than two hours in 60 of
his patients of various ages, and in none of them were there
clinical signs of damage. It is commonly accepted that a
child's arm can be rendered ischaemic with safety for 21 hours,
and a bloodless field for this length of time is necessary for
complicated procedures. When operating with an experienced
consultant anaesthetist the tourniquet time for the arm in
adults may be reduced, and a reasonably dry field maintained,
by the induction of controlled hypotension shortly before the
tourniquet is removed, the low blood pressure being main-
tained until bandaging is completed. With this technique
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